
Strikemaster Jet Fighter Flight
Australian Jet Adventures

www.austjetadv.com (03) 5339 2769

What’s included?

◊ Introduction  ◊ Flight 
◊ Briefing   ◊ De-Briefing
◊ Photo Session ◊ Memorabilia

Additional Information
Give us a call on 1300 7222 41 or visit our website at:
www.fighterflights.com.au for more information.

out of the dive a mile and half lower with a force 4 times 
your body weight. This is the real thing and it doesn’t get 
any better.  

Take the biggest meanest rollercoaster and multiply the 
sheer power by a factor of a thousand and you start to 
come close to an appreciation of the awesome power of 
this machine.

Once you have completed the aerobatics and other 
manoeuvres you’ll return to base via a high speed initial 
and pitch manoeuvre. Then you’ll have a healthy respect 
for the Fighter Pilots of the world. 

Guaranteed to thrill - the experience of a lifetime!!

But wait there’s more !!
What would the experience 
be without great memories or 
bragging material ?

You’ll receive a CD with digital 
photo’s of the day, a completion 
certificate, cap, coffee mug, 
briefing book and framed photo to proudly display.

A DVD or VHS video of the flight is available for purchase separately .

Photo Session
This is probably the most daunting part of the whole 
experience - many of us are “appossed” to having photos 
taken - but at the end of the day this is a once in a lifetime 
experience and after all you do need “proof” of the feat.  

Flight
Finally the business end deal. A review of the pertinent 
safety points is in order then the action begins. The flight 
itself has many aspects and the experience is very full.
     
You’ll commence with a short taxi out to takeoff. Then from 
a standing start to 400km/hr in under 15 seconds. You’ll  go 
on to experience a range of both high & low level activities 
from Aerobatics to Air Combat manoeuvres, including loops, 
barrel rolls, derry turns and host of other goodies including 
weightless flight - as in no gravity - a lot like been in space!!

Imagine going into a loop at 600km/hr, climbing the height 
of the Rialto in under a second and 8000’ later going over 
the top looking at the world upside down, then heading 
straight down with a commanding view of the world pulling

Briefing
The briefing will commence with a short video that gives 
details on the aircraft, the manoeuvres and important 
safety points. 

The audio visual nature of the video ensures you get the 
best possible appreciation for what it is you are about to go 
out and do. This enhances the overall experience because 
you are better prepared and aware of what is going on 
when you are doing the flight.

Introduction
When you first arrive you’ll be greeted by our friendly staff, 
meet the pilot and get a brief run down of the events of the 
day. All amenities are available to the passenger and their 
guests.

De-Briefing
After we land we have a brief discussion about the flight 
and answer any questions you have. 

You then get to relive the experience with family and friends 
by watching the video of the flight in our lounge. Broadcast 
quality video with audio and 3 different camera angles - 
makes for great viewing and great memories.

Flight Duration
There are three packages that cover the flight described on 
this flyer. The principle difference is time. The longer flights 
allow us to ease into the manoeuvres a little more allowing 
more time to become acustomed to the environment and 
allow more manoeuvres  overall. 

Intermediate Adventure 20-23 minutes airborne
Deluxe Adventure 30-33 minutes airborne


